The present study provides important details on homologous eruptions of a solar prominence that occurred in active region NOAA 10904 on 2006 August 22. We report on the pre-eruptive phase of the homologous feature as well as the kinematics and the morphology of a forth from a series of prominence eruptions that is critical in defining the nature of the previous consecutive eruptions. The evolution of the overlying coronal field during homologous eruptions is discussed and a new observational criterion for homologous eruptions is provided. We find a distinctive sequence of three activation periods each of them containing pre-eruptive precursors such as a brightening and enlarging of the prominence body followed by small surgelike ejections from its southern end observed in the radio 17 GHz. We analyse a fourth eruption that clearly indicates a full reformation of the prominence after the third eruption. The fourth eruption although occurring 11 hrs later has an identical morphology, the same angle of propagation with respect to the radial direction, as well as similar kinematic evolution as the previous three eruptions. We find an important feature of the homologous eruptive prominence sequence that is the maximum height increase of each consecutive eruption. The present analysis establishes that all four eruptions observed in Hα are of confined type with the third eruption undergoing a thermal disappearance during its eruptive phase. We suggest that the observation of the same direction of the magnetic flux rope (MFR) ejections can be consider as an additional observational criterion for MFR homology. This observational indication for homologous eruptions is important, especially in Email address: koleva@astro.bas.bg (K. Koleva)
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Introduction
The relationship between eruptive prominences (EPs) and other eruptive solar phenomena such as CMEs and flares (e.g. St. Cyr and Webb, 1991; Subramanian and Dere, 2001; Schrijver et al., 2008; Chandra et al., 2010) suggests that the three eruptive events often occur in the same large-scale coronal magnetic field configuration (e.g. Forbes, 2000) in which the EP occupies a limited volume at its base. It is commonly accepted that solar prominence (filament) eruptions frequently accompany coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Thus, studying the pre-eruption phase, origin and evolution of EPs gives additional information relevant to CMEs' launch and propagation.
The observations and studies of early stages of prominence eruptions, i.e. prominence pre-eruptive activation, are crucial for the understanding of the signatures and pre-cursors of forthcoming solar eruptions. The observations of prominence motions before and near the eruption onset can provide information for the coronal magnetic field evolution during the preeruptive stages (e.g. Sterling et al., 2012) . Multi-wavelength studies of the precursor signatures for eruptions, such as pre-eruptive brightenings in microwave, extreme ultraviolet (EUV), and X-ray emission changes are necessary to reveal the processes involved in the prominence destabilisation. In particular, microwave observations can show the full temporal and spatial prominence (filament) evolution, from early pre-eruptive stages to the end of eruption (e.g. Grechnev et al., 2006) . Moreover, brightness temperature enhancements in microwave observations at 17 GHz and 34 GHz are a clear signature of heating in prominences (e.g. Hanaoka and Shinkawa, 1999; Hori et al., 2000; Chifor et al., 2006; Gopalswamy and Yashiro, 2013) .
Among the wide variety of solar eruptions there is a specific type of socalled "sympathetic" eruptions. Sympathetic solar eruptions are defined as consecutive eruptions that occur within a relatively short time interval either in one complex active region (AR) (e.g. Liu et al., 2009a) or in different active regions located at large distances from each other (e.g. Zhukov and Veselovsky, 2007) .
In addition to sympathetic eruptive events, there also exist the so-called "homologous" eruptions. This term was first introduced by Waldmeier (1938) and Woodgate et al. (1984) for solar flares, and by Zhang and Wang (2002) for coronal mass ejections. The authors define flare-CME events as "homologous" when they have the same surface source, an identical shape and location (in the coronagraph field of view), and are associated with homologous X-ray or EUV activities. Recently, in terms of magnetic flux ropes, the homologous definition was also applied to all three eruptive events, CMEs, flares, and EPs (Li and Zhang, 2013) . It includes three criteria: the homologous flux ropes must originate from the same region within the same AR, the endpoints of the homologous flux ropes have to be anchored in the same location and the morphologies of the homologous flux ropes have to resemble each other.
Solar surges are other eruptive phenomena that exhibit homologous behaviour (e.g. Wang and Liu, 2012) . They represent collimated plasma ejections along straight or slightly curved trajectories (Roy, 1973) . They have typical peak velocities of 100-300 km s −1 and maximum heights of 10-200 Mm (Sterling, 2000) . Their lifetime is in the range of 10-20 min (Roy, 1973; Jiang et al., 2007) and they can reoccur during an hour or more (Schmieder et al., 1984 (Schmieder et al., , 1995 . Their origin and evolution are mostly associated with magnetic flux emergence and cancellation, as well as with flaring active regions. Surges often appear twisted and spiralled (e.g. Shibata et al., 1992; Schmieder et al., 1994; Chae et al., 1999; Liu and Kurokawa, 2004; Jiang et al., 2007; Uddin et al., 2012 , for reviews).
There are different approaches to modeling solar eruptions, ranging from 2D analytical models to 3D numerical simulations (Forbes, 2000; MacTaggart and Hood, 2009 , for reviews). Some of them use a breakout model (e.g. Antiochos et al., 1999; DeVore and Antiochos, 2008) to produce homologous eruptions.
In a recent study by Duchlev et al. (2014, hereafter Paper I) three homologous prominence eruptions that occurred on 2006 August 22 in AR NOAA 10904 were examined. The consecutive eruptions were observed at the solar limb between 04:48 UT and 07:32 UT with the Hα coronagraph at the National Astronomical Observatory Rozhen (NAO-Rozhen) taken with a 1.8Å Hα filter. The successive eruptions were associated with the same fragment from the AR filament. The kinematic patterns and evolutions of the first two eruptions classified them as confined. The third eruption, linked to a narrow CME and a type III radio burst at 164 MHz, was not fully understood because of the early prominence disappearance in Hα. The similar coron-agraphic appearance of the eruptions and their non-radial propagations at approximately the same angle of ≈ 50
• to the radial direction strongly suggests that the filament fragment underwent a triple homologous eruption.
The present research provides important findings on the pre-eruptive activity of homologous events by studying in great detail the pre-eruptive prominence activation in radio images taken at frequency of 17 GHz (10 ′′ resolution and 10 min cadence) of the Nobeyama Radioheliograph (NoRH). We report a detailed study on a fourth consecutive homologous eruption that occurs 11 hrs later using Hα images (2.9 ′′ resolution and 3 min cadence) obtained by the Polarimeter for Inner Coronal Studies (PICS) instrument at the Mauna Loa Solar Observatory (MLSO), Hawaii. The rest of the data related to this event are given in Paper I. The new additional analysis given here is crucial for the full understanding of the evolution of the homologous sequence of four prominence eruptions and the formulation of an observational evidence for the definition of a solar eruption as homologous. We also provide important information on the evolution of the overlying coronal field during the homologous eruptions. The results are given in Section 2, the preeruptive phase is reported in Section 2.1 and the forth prominence eruption is described in Section 2.2. The discussion and conclusions are presented in Section 3.
Results

Pre-activation phase
EPs, flares or CMEs often show pre-eruptive thermal or non-thermal signatures. Thermal signatures typically appear as a weak increase in the soft X-ray (SXR) light curve, while non-thermal are usually observed at radio wavelengths (Gopalswamy et al., 2006) .
The sequence of prominence eruptions reported here was preceded by a distinctive pre-eruptive prominence activation that was observed in the NoRH radio data taken at a frequency of 17 GHz. These observations cover the quiet and pre-eruptive phases of the EP, the first, and part of the second eruptions (Fig. 1) . We established a sequence of three activation periods each of them containing pre-eruptive precursors such as a brightening and enlarging of the prominence body followed by small surge-like ejections.
Until 00:00 UT on August 22, the prominence was in a relatively quiet phase. After this time the prominence body started changing its size, shape, and morphology, i.e. the first activation period began. The prominence body initially enlarged by stretching along the limb, which is most probably due to a heating of the prominence plasma (e.g. Hanaoka and Shinkawa, 1999) . This led subsequently to the increase of the brightness temperature Tb shown in Fig. 2 . The increased Tb can be explained by a combination of optically thick emission from the cool prominence core and an optically thin emission from the heated prominence-corona transition region above ∼ 10 4 K (Gopalswamy and Yashiro, 2013) . The dynamic evolution of the body shape and morphology can be followed in the online material (Fig. A.7) . These changes suggest a heating and a turbulence increase, which have led to the prominence fragmentation. Between approximately 00:00 UT and 01:40 UT, in addition to the aforementioned pre-eruptive events, at the southern end of the prominence body a small surge-like ejection appeared at 00:50 UT (Fig. 1 ) that lasted until 01:10 UT (see the online material).
The described sequence of pre-eruptive events is repeated again between 01:40 UT and 03:00 UT (second activation period) and later between 03:00 UT and 04:20 UT (third activation period). Each period is characterized by small surge-like ejections that occurred in the same place of the prominence body (Fig. 1) , where later all four prominence eruptions were observed (Fig. 3) . Moreover, they are associated with peaks in the radio flux at 17 GHz marked with dotted lines in Fig. 2 .
Each of these three pre-eruptive events was linked to weak narrow CMEs according to the LASCO CME catalogue (Fig. 4a) . Weak three B-class SXR flares with a source AR 10904 (Fig. 4b) and three consecutive type III bursts (WIND/WAVES, Fig. 4c) were also recorded. The association of a prominence/filament pre-eruptive activity with slow and narrow CMEs, and weak SXR flares is typical for ARs with β magnetic field configuration (Yan et al., 2011) which is also the case for AR 10904 (see Paper I).
Fourth prominence eruption
We found that a fourth eruption registered by MLSO in Hα occurred on August 22 starting ∼11 hours after the third eruption. It first appeared in the MLSO PICS FOV at 17:08 UT and half an hour later, at 17:38 UT, it reached a maximum height of 196 Mm. After that time, the prominence plasma started to flow back to the chromosphere and after 18:30 UT the prominence completely disappeared behind the PICS occulting disk (Fig. 5) . The prominence eruption lasted 82 minutes until 18:30 UT. Its height-time profile, given in Fig. 6 , is similar to those of the first and second eruptions shown in Figs. 2 and 3 of Paper I. The fourth eruption does not show initial acceleration. Possibly, the prominence did undergo acceleration but that was not observed for two reasons. First, when the eruption took place 11 hours later, the filament fragment was already about 9
• behind the limb. The second reason is purely instrumental as the diameter of the MLSO PICS occulting disk is larger than the solar disk with 73.06 arcsec, i.e. the occulting disk exceeds the solar limb with 36.53 arcsec (≈26.5 Mm). Moreover, as it can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3 in Paper I, the acceleration phases of the first two prominence eruptions reached a height of up to 50 Mm.
In order to evaluate the kinematic patterns of the eruptive phase of the fourth eruption, a 2nd-order polynomial fit was used. The fit suggests that the prominence rose with a negative acceleration of −72 m s −2 . The eruption velocity decreased from 160 km s −1 at 17:08 UT up to 6 km s −1 at 17:58 UT when the prominence reached a maximum height of 196 Mm. The downflow phase was estimated by a 3rd-order polynomial fit. The polynomial model gives a plasma downflow deceleration, which initially changed from −48. at 18:12 UT and subsequently increased to 26 km s −1 . An important feature of the downflow kinematics is the change of the acceleration sign from negative to positive between 18:12 UT and 18:15 UT. This evolution (e.g. untwist of the MFR) is crucial for the conditions at which one of the two forces (magnetic tension and gravity force) acting on the EP plasma will become predominant. As a consequence a change of the acceleration will occur. As it can be seen in Fig. 5 and the online animation (Fig. A.8) , the angle between the EP MFR and the radial direction through its base at the limb started to decrease after 17:56 UT. This process was accompanied by the untwisting of the MFR until 18:09 UT. At 18:15 UT the threads of the MFR were completely untwisted. Therefore, before 18:12 UT the main factor for the plasma downflow was the holding up action of the magnetic tension in a tightly twisted MFR, which strongly dominated over the gravity force. After 18:15 UT the gravity force was the main driving mechanism for the plasma downflow.
The comparison of the fourth eruption with previous ones (Paper I) shows that all four prominence eruptions preserve their non-radial propagation upwards in the solar corona, i.e. the direction of propagation is identical for all four eruptions. The fourth eruption, as three previous ones, started at the same point at the solar limb, propagated under approximately the same angle of ≈ 50
• to the radial direction, and had similar helical morphology. This suggests an almost complete restoration of the magnetic skeleton between the successive eruptions. The prominence appeared more compact in the MLSO images, which is due to the broader band Hα filter and the lower spatial resolution.
The fourth prominence eruption, similar to the first and second, has a height-time profile that comply with a confined type of eruption. The arguments for this assumption are: first, we clearly observe a downflow process during these eruptions without the detection of a breaking of the MFR; second, except for the third eruption, no CMEs were associated with the other three eruptions. The identification and analysis of the fourth eruption in a homologous sequence allowed us to define the type of the third eruption. The gradual disappearance of the prominence during the third eruption in Hα is caused by a heating process which is typical for the so-called "thermal disparition brusque" (DB) of solar filaments (Mouradian and Soru-Escaut, 1989) . Despite the fact that this eruption was associated with a narrow CME, it is now clear that it also represents a confined (failed) eruption. The observation of a fourth eruption, which has similar morphology and dynamics as well as the direction of propagation supports this conclusion.
Discussion and Conclusions
The importance of homologous event studies consists in the understanding of how magnetic energy is stored and released in the solar atmosphere, and how the magnetic field is reformed. The present study shows that the event on 2006 August 22 represents a sequence of four prominence eruptions with the fourth eruption taking place 11 hrs later than the previous three eruptions. Each eruption has an almost identical appearance in the shape of a surge-like non-radial ejection of an EP MFR. We established that all four eruptions clearly represent a homologous event according to the criteria of Li and Zhang (2013) .
Although, we define the three events recorded in the radio 17 GHz images between 00:00 UT and 04:20 UT on August 22 as pre-activation phase of the eruptive events observed in Hα, we cannot dismiss the possibility that these ejections were also parts of the homologous eruptive sequence reported here. Please note that the radio eruptions also display a typical homologous behaviour. Unfortunately, the lack of Hα and EUV observations during this period of time prevents us to firmly confirm this.
The prominence eruptions studied here show certain similarities with surge events. Their outward and downward motions take place along the same nearly straight trajectory, and the height and velocity ranges of the eruptions are similar to those of surges. In spite of that we believe that the observed homologous prominence eruptions seem to differ from typical surge events based on the following arguments:
(1) Observationally, surges are always found in newly emerging active regions (Roy, 1973) and are often closely associated with flares. Surges usually either shortly precede or follow flares (with ∼5 min) (e.g. Schmieder et al., 1988 Schmieder et al., , 1995 Uddin et al., 2012) . In contrast, the homologous eruptions analysed here occurred during the decay phase of the active region.
(2) The duration of the homologous prominence eruptions are between 54 and 82 min (see Section 2.2), which is almost 2-3 times longer than the typical 10-20 min duration of surges (e.g. Roy, 1973; Jiang et al., 2007) .
(3) The four homologous EPs were preceded by a distinctive pre-eruptive prominence activation (Section 2.1) during ∼5 hours while surges do not present such phases.
With regard to the differences between surges and EPs given above, we believe that the phenomena studied here represent homologous prominence rather than surge eruptions. It is important to note that because the footpoints of the eruptive prominence are located 9
• behind the limb, we cannot, therefore, judge whether flux emergence has taken place at this location.
An important feature of the studied events is that the source of the four homologous eruptions is positioned at the north edge of the helmet streamer as mentioned in Paper I, i.e. it is highly asymmetrical with respect to the overlying arcades of the streamer. A coronal helmet streamer has a strong influence on the early propagation of an EP (e.g. Bi et al., 2011) . As suggested by Moore and Sterling (2007) , the magnetic field in the guiding streamer leg needs to have the necessary strength to laterally channel the EP to the nearby arcade. In the present case, the same non-radially directed motion of all eruptions clearly demonstrate this guiding action. The confinement of the homologous prominence eruptions can be explained with the asymmetrical position of the filament inside the helmet streamer. Such an asymmetry of the background fields is one of the crucial factors for confined eruptions (Liu et al., 2009b) .
In the present study, each consecutive prominence eruption, except the third one that presents signatures of thermal disappearance (e.g. its disappearance in Hα and association with a metric type III radio burst (Paper I)), reached bigger height (Fig. 3) . A physical mechanism for the height increase during successful prominence eruptions is given by Cheng et al. (2013) , who suggest that each eruption partially opens (weakens) the overlying magnetic field and thus decreases its magnetic restriction. The occurrence of the fourth eruption at the same place 11 hours later and its similarity to the previous eruptions, including the helical morphology and the non-radial propagation, suggests a filament reformation at the same place after the third eruption. An additional argument for the filament reformation is the gradual EP disappearance in Hα suggesting a thermal disappearance that is always followed by a reappearance after the prominence/filament cools down to the Hα formation temperature (Mouradian and Soru-Escaut, 1989) .
It is important to note that the multiple non-radial homologous prominence eruptions observed at the solar limb are rarely reported phenomena (although they are possibly not a rare solar phenomenon). The nearest similar case are six homologous filament eruptions in active region NOAA 11045 on 2010 February 2008 studied by Shen et al. (2011) . 
